NHS & Charity Package - ONLY
Webinar Subscription Package
Save up to 85% on webinar costs
As a manager, in charge of many staff, you will know accessing good quality cancer training
is expensive. This usually involves travel and time out of the office, leading to backed up
workload. Good quality training tends to be expensive and a strain on budgets and
workload.
Don’t get me wrong, there is great value in offering such study days and workshops. You
meet other like-minded people, can network and experience focused learning. I do still
offer a variety of face-to-face teaching opportunities. I think it is important, however, to
offer a variety of training and education initiatives which give flexibility of approach and
allow you as a manager to get the best out of the training budget you have.
Webinars are a great solution; convenient, flexible and affordable. These webinars are
everything you need to improve the cancer knowledge of your staff without the need for
travelling and time out of the office. Each webinar lasts around 60 mins and is run usually
first thing in the morning or early afternoon; plenty of time to fit in all the other work that
need to be done and they do not compromise on quality.
Paul Brittain, Research Nurses recently wrote,
“David is an excellent teacher and ensures there is ample interaction throughout his webinar
sessions. He is happy to answer questions on the day as they arise and offers the opportunity
to answer any questions that arise once the webinar is finished. He is very knowledgeable
and can easily interact with people whatever their previous knowledge base.
This has been a fantastic and very knowledge building experience, something that has been
re-iterated by my colleagues undertaking the webinars.
Being new to research and Oncology I have found the webinars to be an excellent source of
sound information and look forward to experiencing more of them as the subjects become
available.”

Training is essential
What are the current challenges to good quality cancer training?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budgets are tight;
Training is not always accessible without travel;
Quality of training cannot be assured;
Training is not consistent;
It is expensive;
Staff away from the desk for too long, not getting work done.
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And I am sure I have missed some bullet points out.
Training is essential and is one of the most important elements to a successful team,
retaining good staff and motivating them to work smarter.
Budgets are tight, granted, and therefore it is important that you spend what budget you
have in the knowledge that you will receive cancer training that does not compromise on
quality, that offers a flexible and convenient approach to training.
David has been teaching about cancer for the last 30 years, he is trusted by organisations
such as The Christie Cancer Centre, National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service,
National Services Scotland, Wales Cancer Registration Service, National Cancer Registry of
Ireland, Cancer Research UK along with many others and he regularly teaches people from
NHS Cancer services, MDT coordinators, clinical coders, pharmaceutical companies,
hospices, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, rehabilitation service and speech therapy
about cancer. You need not worry about the quality of the training given.
David delivers all the webinars, thereby ensuring consistency of material and delivery
throughout. Everyone attending the webinars is assured of relevant, informative and
thought-provoking material which will enhance their knowledge of cancer and increase their
confidence.
The webinars can be accessed where you are. In your office, at home, on the train, it doesn’t
matter. No need to spend time travelling and staying overnight away from family and
friends. And no need to spend a while day training. Each webinar is between 60 and 90 mins
so can easily be fitted into the days schedule, leaving your staff lots of time to do their day
job.
The webinar subscription will not only save you money on the actual webinars, but overall
will save you in TIME and MONEY not spent on travel, overnight stays, time away from the
day job as well as course fees.
The webinars utilise the equipment that your organisation has already invested in, so no
need for new computers or software also. They provide relevant, excellent and informative
cancer training and education in an atmosphere of inclusiveness and fun.
Throughout the subscription you will receive quarterly reports outlining how many webinars
have been accessed by how many people and an evaluation of their experience on the
webinars. Each attendee will receive a certificate of attendance, so you can monitor and
record everyone’s CPD.
Read on the find out how the subscription package can work for you and save big.
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Subscription Package
Normally, webinars cost £42 per person per webinar, which for an individual is an affordable
amount, but can be expensive for large numbers of staff wanting to access training.
The webinar subscription can help you get even better value for your investment see
costing below and can give upto 85% discount on the original £42 per webinar. See the
table below to see what huge savings can be achieved.

Webinar subscriptions can be purchased for 1, 2 or 3 years with even more saving the
longer you purchase the subscription for.

£42
1 year
/webinar Up to 75%
discount
1-12 staff
£10800 £2500/yr
13-20 staff £16800 £4200/yr
21-30 staff* £25200 £6300/yr

2 year
Up to 80%
discount
£2016/yr
£3360/yr
£5040/yr

3 year
Up to 85%
discount
£1620
£2520
£3780

* over 30 staff please call David for a separate quote.
So, don’t delay. You know it makes sense. Investing in a subscription package is a game
changer.
But don’t just take my word for it…
“The way the Webinar and David explains the courses is brilliant, I have only been in Cancer
Research coming up a year and my learning curve is steep, however for my development this
is proving invaluable”
“As always, these Webinars are thoroughly enjoyable and well set out to follow, David's
method of teaching is fantastic. As administrative support to our Cancer Team
understanding the terminology is invaluable, the learning process for me continues.
“These webinars are fantastic. They help me to understand what the term Cancer means in
my non-clinical setting. These webinars are a vital source of training and education for me.”
CB, Data administrator
Simply email David ( doh@ohconsultancy.co.uk ) to invest in high quality, flexible and
convenient cancer training for your staff.
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